Adenosylmethionine decarboxylase 1 (AMD1)-mediated mRNA processing and cell adhesion activated & inhibited transition mechanisms by different comparisons between chimpanzee and human left hemisphere.
To understand adenosylmethionine decarboxylase 1 (AMD1)-mediated mRNA processing and cell adhesion activated & inhibited transition mechanisms between chimpanzee and human left hemisphere, AMD1-activated different complete (all no positive correlation, Pearson correlation coefficient < 0.25) and uncomplete (partly no positive correlation except AMD1, Pearson < 0.25) networks were identified in higher human compared with lower chimpanzee left hemisphere from the corresponding AMD1-stimulated (Pearson ≥ 0.25) or inhibited (Pearson ≤ -0.25) overlapping molecules of Pearson and GRNInfer, respectively. This result was verified by the corresponding scatter matrix. As visualized by GO, KEGG, GenMAPP, BioCarta, and disease database integration, we proposed mainly that AMD1-stimulated different complete network was involved in AMD1 activation with cytoplasm ubiquitin specific peptidase (tRNA-guanine transglycosylase) to nucleus paired box-induced mRNA processing, whereas the corresponding inhibited network participated in AMD1 repression with cytoplasm protocadherin gamma and adaptor-related protein complex 3-induced cell adhesion in lower chimpanzee left hemisphere. However, AMD1-stimulated network contained AMD1 activation with plakophilin and phosphodiesterase to SH3 binding glutamic acid-rich protein to dynein and zinc finger-induced cell adhesion, whereas the corresponding inhibited different complete network included AMD1 repression with mitochondrial denine nucleotide translocator, brain protein, and ADH dehydrogenase to ribonucleoprotein-induced mRNA processing in higher human left hemisphere. Our AMD1 different networks were verified by AMD1-activated or -inhibited complete and uncomplete networks within and between chimpanzee left hemisphere or (and) human left hemisphere.